Abstract. We consider a system described by a Fokker-Planck equation with a new type of momentumdependent drift coefficient which asymptotically decreases as −1/p for a large momentum p. It is shown that the steady-state of this system is a κ-generalized Gaussian distribution, which is a non-Gaussian distribution with a power-law tail. 
and Tsallis' q-generalized distributions [1] ,
in the non-extensive statistical mechanics based on Tsallis'
entropy [1] . A common key feature of the both probability distributions is the presence of an asymptotic power-law tail, L C α (x) ∼ |x| −α−1 , and W q (x) ∼ x 2 1−q , respectively.
There is another type of non-Gaussian distributions with asymptotic power-law tails, which is called a κ-generalized Gaussian,
It has been originally studied in the context of statistical physics by Kaniadakis [2] . This κ-generalized Gaussian can be derived by maximizing Kaniadakis' κ-entropy under appropriate constraints. This κ-Gaussian reduces to the standard Gaussian, exp(−βx 2 ), in the limit of κ = 0.
For a large value of x, the κ-Gaussian obeys a power-law
The κ-generalized distributions have been shown to well explain, for example, the energy distributions of cosmic rays [2] , and the size distribution of personal incomes [3] .
In a previous work [4, 5] , we have studied the asymptotic behavior of the κ-generalized nonlinear Fokker-Planck(FP) equation, which steady-state is a κ-generalized Gaussian distribution. Furthermore a κ-generalized Gaussian is also derived [6] by generalizing the log-likelihood function in
Gauss' law of error, which is an original method developed by Gauss himself to derive a standard Gaussian.
On the other hand, Lutz [7] has recently shown an analytic prediction that the stationary momentum distributions of trapped atoms in an optical lattice are, in fact, Tsallis' q-generalized Gaussian (2). Later, Gaeta [8] showed its invariance under the asymptotic Lie symmetries. The prediction was experimentally verified by a London team [9] . This anomalous transport is described by a linear FP equation with a nonlinear drift coefficient,
which represents a capture force with damping coefficient α, and this force acts only on slow particles whose momentum is smaller than the capture momentum p c .
A characteristic feature of this nonlinear drift is that:
for a small momentum |p| < p c , the drift is approximately linear K ol (p) ∼ −p, i.e., it reduces to a familiar OrnsteinUhlenbeck process; whereas for a large momentum |p| > p c , it asymptotically decreases as K ol (p) ∼ −1/p.
In contrast to most systems with power-law distributions which are often described by nonlinear kinetic equations [10] , the above process is described by an ordinary linear FP equation. Consequently standard methods can be applied to the analysis of the problem.
It is worth stressing that the Lutz analysis is not restricted to anomalous transport in an optical lattice, but can be applied to a wide class of systems described by a FP equation with a drift coefficient decaying asymptotically as −1/p.
In this contribution, we propose another momentum-
which also asymptotically decreases as −1/p for a large momentum |p| > p c . We consider the process described by the linear FP equation with this drift coefficient K(p). 
κ-generalized thermostatistics
We first give the brief review of the generalized thermostatistics based on κ-entropy defined as
for a probability distribution w(p) of the momentum p.
Here k B denotes the Boltzmann constant, and ln κ (x) is the κ-logarithmic function defined by
The κ-entropy S κ is a real-parameter (κ) extension of the standard Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon (BGS) entropy. The inverse function of ln κ (x) is expressed as
and called κ-exponential function. For a small value of x, the κ-exponential function is well approximated with exp(x), whereas a large positive value of x, it asymptotically obeys a power-law exp κ (x) ∼ x 1/κ . In the limit of κ = 0 both ln κ (x) and exp κ (x) reduce to the standard logarithmic and exponential functions, respectively. Accordingly the S κ reduces to the BGS entropy.
Maximizing the κ-entropy S κ under the constraints of the mean kinetic energy and the normalization of proba-
leads to a so-called κ-generalized Gaussian,
Here γ is a constant for the normalization, and depends on β, which controls the variance of w ME (p). The parameter α and λ are κ-dependent constants, which are given by
respectively.
The κ-generalization of free-energy was studied in [11] and given by
where
The κ-generalized free-energy F κ satisfies the Legendre transformation structures,
3 Proposed nonlinear drift coefficient
Let us consider the linear FP equation
with a constant diffusion coefficient D and the momentumdependent drift coefficient,
where α is a damping coefficient and p c denotes a capture momentum. Note that this proposed drift coefficient K(p) also behaves as −p for a small momentum |p| < p c , and asymptotically decreases as −1/p for a large momentum |p| > p c as same as K ol (p) in anomalous diffusions in optical lattice [7] . We introduce the associated potential,
which is related with K(p) by 
In the last step, we used the relation (18). Substituting equation (17) and after integration we have
then the steady-state becomes
By using the definition (7) of κ-exponential function, and introducing the two parameters as
we can express the steady-state as
where Z κ is the normalization factor. We thus found that the steady-state of the FP equation with the nonlinear drift coefficient K(p) is nothing but a κ-generalized Gaussian.
Remarkably, the parameter κ can be expressed in terms Note also that the parameter β is expressed as the ratio of the friction coefficient α to the diffusion coefficient D, in analogy with the fluctuation-dissipation relation. We emphasize that the parameter β is not equal to an inverse temperature, because w s (p) is not an equilibrium state but a steady-state, for which temperature is not well defined.
Asymptotic behavior
We here study the asymptotic solutions of the FP equation with the nonlinear drift coefficient K(p).
In a previous work [4, 5] we have studied the nonlinear FP equation associated the κ-generalized entropy, and shown the existence of the associated Lyapunov functional, which characterizes a long time behavior of the process described by the FP equation. Similarly, the Lyapunov functional,
is monotonically non-increasing, i.e., 
is BGS entropy, and
is the ensemble average of the potential V (p).
The proof of the non-increase of L(t) is as follows:
From the fist line to the second line we used the FP equation (15), and in the last step we used the integration by part.
Thus L(t) is non-increasing and consequently L(t) is minimized for the steady-state w s (p) as
Note that the last expression is the free-energy associated with the steady-state w s (p) of the linear FP equation. In contrast to the κ-generalized free-energy (13) associated with the nonlinear FP equation [4, 5] , S is the standard BGS entropy and U is the ensemble average of the nonlinear potential V (p) in the relation (28). 
Asymptotic convergence to κ-Gaussian
In order to study a long time behavior of the FP equation with the nonlinear drift coefficient K(p), we performed numerical simulations against different initial probability distributions. We used a variant of the numerical method originally developed by Gosse and Toscani [12] for the Cauchy problem an the evolution equation. For the details of the numerical scheme, please refer to [12] .
A time-evolution of the numerical solution w(p, t) of the FP equation with K(p) is shown in figure 1 . Note that the numerical solution w(p, t) seems to be asymptotically approaching to the κ-Gaussian. In order to confirm this property, we fitted the numerical solution w(p, t) at each time t with the κ-Gaussian
where a(t) and b(t) are fitting parameters. Then the time evolution of the function defined by 
of the κ-Gaussian becomes infinite. Consequently the mean kinetic energy, p 2 /2m, diverges, and it is the hallmark of an anomalous diffusion. Lutz [7] showed that an explicit correspondence between ergodicity breaking in a system 
integrating by part, the r.h.s. of equation (32) becomes
In the region 2/3 < |κ| < 2, the first term become zero and the w s (p) is normalizable, thus we finally obtain p d dp V (p) = 1 β .
This relation remind us a general equipartition principle [13] ,
where E is the energy of a system in thermal equilibrium with the temperature T . However, as pointed out before, β
is not an inverse temperature since the steady-state w s (p)
is, in general, a non-equilibrium state, in which the temperature is not well defined.
Summary
We have proposed a momentum-dependent drift coefficient which asymptotically decreases as −1/p for a large momentum |p| > p c . We have studied a system described by the FP equation with this drift coefficient, and found that the steady-state is a κ-generalized probability distribution. We performed the several numerical simulations in order to study asymptotic behaviors of the numerical solutions against the different initial probability distributions, and found that these numerical solutions asymptotically approach to the κ-Gaussian functions.
